








װו ס'איז ֿפַארברענט
vu si'z farbrent

where it's burnt up

זושוקהאַלעװי   rosza daniel lang/levitsky            ראָזעלע

the text for this piece comes from two writers, talking to each other from one police state to another, 
across six decades.  they echo each other in their acknowledgement that we do not know what a 
liberated world will look like, but that it must embody radically different ways of addressing harm.  
people will still harm each other, accidentally or deliberately, in a transformed society.  the difference is
how we will respond to and transform that harm, to support healing for those harmed and changed 
patterns of behavior for those who harm.  all of us are, and will be, in both of those positions.

across the tops and bottoms of each page are the words of Mariame Kaba, a leading Abolitionist 
organizer, thinker, and writer.   her work includes both organizing to abolish the Prison Industrial 
Complex - the interwoven structures of the state, industry, and non-profit organizations that use 
surveillance, policing, incarceration, and other forms of confinement and control as solutions to 
economic, social, and political problems - and practicing Transformative Justice - a body of approaches
for dealing with harm outside of the state, and beyond the punishment paradigm that drives the 
carceral system.  Kaba's work is widely available online: starting points include transformharm.org and 
mariamekaba.com.  

this text was assembled from several interviews and articles, and approved by MK.

in the centers of the pages are parts of a long poem by Peretz Markish, a Yiddish modernist poet active 
mainly in Warsaw and in the USSR.  the poem, "der fertsikyeriker man" ["The Forty-year-old Man"], in 
Anna Elena Torres's description, "moves from Expressionist scenes of war and revolution to visions of 
borderless space, radical temporality, and erotic liberation," distilling Markish's Yiddish anarchist 
poetics.  Markish began writing it in 1922 (the year the Bolshevik army crushed the Kronstadt soviet to 
end its anarchist sailors' rebellion) and worked on it until Stalin had him arrested in 1949.  he was 
executed, along with twelve other members of the Jewish Anti-Fascist Committee, on August 12, 1952.

i was introduced to Markish's writing, and "der fertsikyeriker man" by anarchist scholar and Yiddishist 
Anna Elena Torres.  the translation here is hers (by permission), mainly from her article "The Horizon 
Blossoms and the Borders Vanish: Peretz Markish’s Poetry and Anarchist Diasporism" (Jewish Quarterly
Review 110:3, Summer 2020), which is a wonderful introduction to Markish.  a few lines are from earlier 
versions included in her dissertation; the four stanzas from "even i also" to "flow-filled" are my own 
translation.


